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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an analysis based on nerv acoustic data from tones

and tone sandhi in Wenzhou dialect, The data provide evidence for ths

independent existence of a Depresssor as well as the Tonal Register and Tonal

metodic component in the tonology. For example, a sonvex [343 or 342] pitch

is shown to result from a depressor effect on a tone lvith high falling pitch.

Comparisons are drawn with acoustics of other Wu dialects and Zulu, It is

suggested that 'murmur' in many Wu dialects is actually Depression, but that

Depression is not associated with non.vocalic segments, as it typically is in
some African tone languages.

I.INTRODUCTIONI

This paper describes some tonologically intcresting phenomena in the

Chinese dialect of Wenzhou (Wz). Wenzhou dialect belongs to the Oujiang

subgroup of Wu, and has highly complex tone sandhi of the so-called right

dominant type found in the southern Wu area. In this type of sandhi the tones

on syllables towards the end ofa word determine the sandhi shape and are said

to shorv values similar to citation forms; and contrasts on syllables towards the

beginning ofthe word tend to be neutralised (Ballard 1988a: 43).

Wenzhou has a certain notoriety for unintelligibility among speakers of more

northem Wu dialects, e.g. Shanghai or Zhenhai, possibly because it is the

Southern Wu variety they commonly hear. In a conversation about other

Zhejiang dialects during an elicitation session in 1978, one of my Zhenhai

informants jokingly observed about Wenzhou;
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i rveg,tgju.e.rvc q.mc? Irrl
33 44 33 33 44 2 24t

ifrr\Jf.qit , #)AAgg.4+t& .
'Wenzhou dialect, no-one understands that'

After a short pause he added:

thr4.td.tu5
33 4:t

I li wu4.toju.pq
ll 33 44 33
i€,6r\JA&,#. h i& ,

'Not even Wenzhou people'

a thu3.vd.tug l
ll 33 431

It is perhaps not surprising that a degree of unintelligibilify could arise in a Wu

dialect where Proto Wu * fat !5 ffput forth2 has become [hu:: 33121, and

proto Wu * jaug 31 {ft wave has become [i 331]. But the main interest of
Wenzhou is synchronic and tonological: it provides evidence for the existence

of a Dopressor as rvell as the expected Tonal Register3 and Tonal Melodic
component in Wu tonological representation. The aim of this paper is to
present the evidence.

The Wz citation tones are described first. This is follorved by the description

of some tone sandhi changes that, it is subsequently argued, point to the co-

existence of Depressor and Tonal Register effects. The analysis is broadly

generative, relating the citation ton€s to sandhi tones by rules. It diverges

slightly from generative practice in the assumption, usual in Chinese

linguistics, that the citation forms are also underlying. Use is also made of
Rose and Toda's (1994) typological framework for tone sandhi in Wq which in
tum adopts ideas from Ballard's (1988a, 1988b) rvork, in particular the notion

ofcategorical shift.

The auditory descriptions and acoustic analyses reported here constitute new

data and are based on my analysis of extensive recordings of a male native Wz

speaker4.
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2, PREVIOUS WORK.

2.1 Auditory Descriptions and Analyses.

Several descriptions of the auditory characteristics of Wz tones exist,

the earlicst of which (Parker 1883/84) dates from before the tum of the

century. Most of these are summarised in Zhengzhang (1995: 358-359); other

dcscriptions are in CH (1964: 9), ZH (1962 6, 1989: 2l) and Nakajima (1983).

The earliest linguistic description is Chao Yuen Ren's (1928) pioneering

monograph on the Wu dialects, which contains a musical description of the

tones of a female speaker from Yongiia, a site about l0 kilometers almost due

north of Wenzhou city. To commemorate the sixticth anniversary of Chao's

study, Qian Nairong retraced Chao's steps and redid the investigation (Qian

1992). ln addition to the material covered in Chao 1928, Qian included extra

data on di- and polysyllabic tone sandhi. Zhengzhang (1964a) contains

detailsd descriptions of the phonology of two Wenzhou sites: Yongzhong, a

S.E. suburb variety, and the Wenzhou city dialect. Zhengzhang is a nativc

speaker of the former. His (1964b and 1980) studies contain detailed

descriptions of Wz tone sandhi. His descriptions have been cited as evidcnce

of tonological phenomena of various kinds, e.g, argumcnts for and against a

spreading tone contour node (Yip 1995: 481), or examples of a contour tone

surfacing on a stopped syllable (Yip 1995: 494). Ballard's (1988a, 1988b)

phonological analyses of Wz tone sandhi are also based mainly on

Zhengzhang's rvork. Chen (2000:475ff.) also includes an oxtensivs ana.lysis of
Wz tonological behaviour.

The above authors do not differ very much in their descriptions of Wz citation

tones, and these are also in general agreement rvith the descriptions in this

paper. It will be shown, however, that there is one very important difference

between the existing sandhi descriptions and those documented here.

2.2 Acoustical Descriptions

It is surprising, given that auditory descriptions of Wz data have been

adduced in support of important phonological arguments, that little acoustical

rvork has actually been done on Wz tones, and especially tone sandhi, to verify

them.
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Cao and Maddieson (1992) did an acoustic and aerodynamic analysis of the Wz

high falling and low level tones. More extensive investigation ryas carried out

by Ballard (1989) and (1994), who made acoustical measuroments of F0 and

duration with two different extraction devices. Ballard sampled F0 only at

inflcction points, which is inadequate for the kind of descriptive and analytical

work necessary in this paper: it does not give a sufficiently detailed picture of
the F0 time course, and, without auditory transcription, does not permit

differentiation between intrinsic and extrinsic effects on tonal F0. The data

presented in this paper are the results of a complete remeasurement of Ballard's

data, thorefore, as rvell as its necessary precursor of a carsful narrow auditory
analysis. The procedure used to extract the tonal acoustic features is not of
direct relevance to the phonology, and can be found in Rose (1994). Acoustic
and auditory descriptions of another subset of disyllabic wz lexicai sandhi,

rvith Ru tones on the first syllablc, are presented in Rose (2000).

3.0 CITATION TONES.

3. I Phonetic Description.

Traditionally, Wz is described as having eight tones (wherc 'tone' has its
commonly encountered, but phonologically imprecise sense of ,different pitch

shape'). My transcriptions ofthe auditory characteristics (pitch and length5) of
this speaker's eight tones are given below.

Tone Ia (yin ping): mid-level. This tone has level pitch in the speaker's mid

pitch range, and average length. Examples are [sei 331 ffi west; fka T] ffi to

close.

Tone Ib (yang ping); mid-fallin& The pitch of this ton€ starts at abqut the

same pitch as in tone Ia, has a short initial level component and then falls;

length is average: lmai 331] ffi plun; tni 33ll ff year.

Tone IIa (yin shang): high-risins. This tone rises abruptly within the upper
pitch range. Length is notably short, but the phonation offset is gradual, and
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ilot trunaated by a glottal stop. Examples are: [qou 451 + crm; [tshe 45]

fi- grass.

Tone IIb (yang shang): low-rising. This tone has a short initial low level

componcnt, and then rises abruptly into the uppvr pitch range. It has al'erage

length, and non-abrupt phonation offset is as for tone lla: [pai I 14]

ifi blanket; [tcey I l4l flL stomach.

Tone IIIa (yin qu): high-falling. This tone falls abruptly from high in the

upper pitoh range into the lower pitch range. Length is somewhat shorter than

average: ltsi 51] ffi poste; [thiell] WJurp.

Tone ItrIb (yang qu): low-level. This tone has a level pitch in the mid-low

pitch range. Length is notably longer than average. Examples ate: [mt 222)

ffi face;1tei 22Zl )$.ground.

Torte IVa (yin ru): mid-dipping. The pitch of this tone falls after a short initial
level componcnt in the mid pitch range, then rises slightly. Length is much

longerthanaverage: [pai 3312] )Enorth; [tso 3312] |F-make.

Tone IVb (yang ru): low-dipping. This tone has similar prosodic

characteristics to tone IVa, but its pitch onset lies slightly lotver: fpa 2212]

fi white; [wu 2212] ft learn.

The cight Wz tones thus comprise upper ("a") and lower ("b") values of the

same four pitch shapes: level (tones Ia and IIIb); risit?g (tones IIa and llb);

falling (tones IIIn and Ib); and' dipping (tones IVa and IVb). Length also

appoars to be an importanf auditory dimsnsion for some tones. Thus the hiSh-

rising tone IIa is notable for its shortness, and the low-levcl and dipping tones

IIIb, IVa and IVb sound overlong.

Thc upper and lorver Wz citation tones are distributed in typical Wu fashion

rvith respect to several segmental and suprasegmental features of the syllable,
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i1 particular the manner of articulation of syllable.initial obstruents, and

phonation type. Like other Wu dialects, Wz has threo morphophonemically

separate sets of syllable-initial stops (voiceless aspirated; voiceless

unaspirated; and voiced), and two sets of syllable-initial fricatives (voiceless

and voiced). The first two sets of stops occur on syllables with the upper ("a",

or Yin) tones and are realised by voiceless aspirated and voiceless unaspirated

allophones. The third set of stops, whiph co-occurs with the lower ("b", or

Yang) tones, has different realisation depending on position in the word.

Word-initially, the third series of stops is realised in this corpus predominantly

by voiceless, coincident VOT articulations, but there is a small amount of free

variation with VOT lead tokens, although not in the citation monosyllables. So

for example three consecutive tokens for the word stomach fll{were read

[tey bei dey bei dcey bei 342 211, rvith ths alveolar stop in the first

syllable of the rvord having coincident VOT in the first token, and very clear

voice onset lead in the second two. Word-internally the realisation of the third

morphophonemic series of stops is usually modally voiced, although this is

also somewhat sensitive to str€ss placemeut.

The same applies mutatis mutandis to the two morphophonemic sets of

fricatives: voiceless in upper, "a" tones; voiced word-internally, and voiceless

in free variation rvith voiced word-inilially in lower, "b" tones. (Unlike stops,

in this corpus, some monosyllabic citation forms have a fully voiced

realisation). So for example the three consecutive tokens for the word .sirr

# ]@ were read [sai ku zai ku zai ku 343 !], with the alveolar fricative in

the first syllable of the rvotd being voiceless in the first token, and voiced in

the second two.

In this paper, the morphophonemically voiced series of obstruents are

phonologically transcribed with v oiced syrnbols.

In Northern Wu dialects, it is rvell knorvn that phonation type is an additional

feature correlating rvith tone, and the term 'murmur' is often encountered in this

connection. This refers to a differcnt, usually whispery'voiced phonation type,

which occurs at the onset of the low (Yang) tones. Phonation-type differences
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of this kind are also audible in the present data, although they are very much

less salicnt than the phonation types I have encountered in the North,

especially in Zhenhai dialect (Rose 1989). Cao and Maddieson (1992) were

also able to find aerodynannic and acoustic evidence for a different, more

trreathy, mode of phonation in the wz lorv-level tone than in the high falling

tone. It seems to be generally assumed (e.g. Cao & Maddieson 1992) that this

breathy phonation is a property of the syllable-initial stops6. This vierv,

however, is incorrect. As explicitly pointed out for Zhenhai (Rose 1989), and

Shanghai (Sherard 1972 87\, the breathy phonation occurs on all lower tones,

irrespective of what. if anything, fills the onset slot The same applies to

Wenzhou.

Figure I shows the mean F0 values of the speaker's citation tones plotted as a

function of absolute duration. It can be seen that the tonal F0 shapes generally

reflect my transcribed pitch and length shapes wellT (the short falling offset

perturbations observable on tones with final rising pitch (IIa, IIb' IVa' IVb)

and the lorv level tone IIIb are not audible as pitch contour).

Ola
A llla

olb
a iltb

Y lla
I IVA

vilb
trlwm

m
180

160
Nz.
;14r

1m

100

80

60
202530
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-t
q-{\ 5

a-1.\ I

o

Figure l. Mean F0 shapes for the eight Wenzhou citation tones
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3.2 Citation Tones: Tonological Representation.

Tonological representation in Asian languages using a combination of
tonal register and tonal mclody Yip (1980) is now widely accepted. The Wz

data presvnted above, rvith their upper end lower versions of the same four

pitch/F0 shapes, seem a particularly clear instance of the realisation of this

framervork. Thus the high falling and mid falling tones IIIa and Ib would be

represenied as upper [+U(pper)] and lorver [-U] register versions of the same

HL tonal sequence, the high rising and low rising tones IIa and IIb would be

upper and lorver registcr versions ofa LH sequenco; the dipping tones IVa and

IVb would be [+U, HLH] and [-U, HLH], and the mid and lorv.mid level l.ones

Ia and IIIb would be [+U, L] and [-U, HJ respectively. However, evidence from

morphotonemic alternations in Wz tone sandhi points to another interpretation

of the differeuce between the high and low register tones. These alternations

will now be described.

4, TONE SANDHI

The Wz tone sandhi phenomena that are of importance in this paper

concern the changes that take place on the tone sf the first syllable in

disyllabic words rvith these six first s1'llable input tones: high falling (llla),
low level (lIIb), high rising and lorv rising (IIa and Ilb respectively), mid level

(la), and mid falling (llb). In the case of the input tones IIIa, IIIb, IIa, and IIb,

these changes take place before all input tones on the second syllable except

the trvo dipping tones IVa and IVb. In the case of Ia and Ib, the changes take

place only before second syllable input tones IIa and IIb.

It is rvorth pointing out here that the natural class of IIa and IIb -- the set of
second syllable tones rvhich condition the changes in tones Ia nnd Ib -- is

readily definable as rising (or LH). It is also possible to use Yip's (1989: 155)

notion of 'cxtra-complex tone' (called here complex tones) to define, albeit

negatively, the natural class of IIIa, IIIb, IIa, IIb, Ia and Ib -- the class of
second syllable tones rvhich condition the main changes that take place -- as [-
complexl, It is not possible to definp the natural elass of Ia and Ib, -- the class

of first syllable tones which change before LH (i.e IIa and IIb). Neither is it
possible to define the natural class of IIIa, IIIb, IIa and IIb, -- the class of first
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syllable tones which change before [- complex] second syllable tones. These

groupings immediately highlight some typical problems for Wu that have to do

with the phonetic delinition of natural tone classes.

The sandhi aff,ecting the first syllable tones rvill be dealt rvith in order of
complexity. This means the high register tones corne first, starting rvith the

high falling IIIa. The low register tones follow.

4.1 Changes to High Register Tones IIIa, IIa, Ia.

4.1.1 Input highfolling tone (lIIa) onfirst syllable. In combinations with the

input high falling tone IIIa on the first syllable, and any ton6 excspt IVa and

IVb on the second, the first syllable has a high falling pitch, unless the second

Table L Examples of Wenzhou torre sandhi in combinations with high falling

input tone IIIa on the first syllable, and non-complex input tones (Ia, Ib, IIa,

IIb, IIIa, IIlb) on the second.

Illa + Ia
kba 5l

IIIa tIb
tha 5l

IIIa + Ila
pe ll

IIIa + Iib
Pe 5l

Illa + IIIa
fel ll

IIIa + IIIb
tso 5l

quick
,t*

great

t̂o report
+&

to report
+V

to act $
vlgorously

tet erplode
,tLt

kba tsho
53 22

tha berj
32 t2

pe tsei
s? )?

pa zei
53 23

fel tou
s2L

express
lrain
,RS

peace
+5.
_^\ I

newspaper

+Rtr.

newspaper
ofJice

&&
struggle
6+

+ tsho 33 vehicle
+

bsn 331 peace
+

tsei 45 paper
#,

zei ll4 qgency

ffi

tou 5l struggle
+

+ da222 bonb
1+

tso da bomh

53 22 wltr-
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syllable has input tone Ib, in which case the first syllable tone has a lower

falling pitch. Examples arc given in table l, which shorvs for example that

when the high falling Illa tone is combined rvith the mid level Ia tone in a

word like [kha tsho] lrt$- express train, the resulting pitch is [53 22]. Most

examples in table I are compound words with morphological structure of ths

semantically defined 'synonym' or 'modifier-head' type (Kratochvil 1968:7(t

ff.).

From table I it can be seen that all first syllables except bcfore input tone Ib

have high falling pitched tone, rvith a lorver pitch offs€t before input tone IIIa.

On the second syllable, contrasts betrveen level tones Ia and IIIb appear to be

neutralised and realised as a low level [22] pitch. Tones IIa and IIb are

neutralised to a short low rising pitch tone [!3J, and tone Ib sounds a little

lorver: [2]. The short and low realisation [!J of IIIa looks as if it may bc

atonic, and as such may be part of a spread first syllable tone, as is commonly

found in Northern Wu. This looks especially plausible given the [52] fall on

the first syllable. Horvever, comparison with data to be presented shows that it
is better considered as the realisation of a low falling pitch target, the onset of
which has been truncated by its voiceless syllable-initial consonant.

All the second syllable tones are rather narrolvly realised in the lower third of
the speaker's range. This is undoubtedly due to the effect ofthe falling contour

on the preceding syllable, and possibly to utterance-final intonatisn and/or

stress effects as well.

Figure 2 shows the mean F0 shapes conesponding to these high (and lorv)

falling pitches on the first syllable. For comparison, the mean F0 shape for

high falling citation IIIa is also shorvn. Seven shapes are shown - ont for the

low falling allotonc before input tone Ib; five for the high falling allotones

before input tones Ia, IIa, llb, IIla, and IIIb; and one for the high falling IIIa

citation tone. All second syllable b tones have a voiced syllable-initial

consonant (see 3.1 above).
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Figure 2 shows that the high falling allotones and the high falling citation tone

F0 form one group clearly separate from the lower F0 shape of the lower

falling allotone before Ib. The former group displays the same level-falling F0

contour which onsets at about the same position in the speaker's F0 range, but
which is truncated at different durations, yielding slightly different F0 offset

values.

As expected, F0 before voiceless consonants lasts slightly shorter than before

voiced, ceteris paribus. However, it can be seen that the F0 is longer and

offsets lower on syllables before the short low [!] pitch of input IIIa on the

second syllable. (subsequent data will shorv that this is also the case before

the shsrt low [2J] realisation oflb on the second syllable.) I do not know why
these low pitch targets should differentially condition first syllable rhyrne

duration in this way.

Cl llla cjlation

Ct llle + llb

a llla + la

Allla+ llla

O llla + lb

A llla + lllb
I llla + lla

m
200

180

^ 160
Nt
E14or

120

100

80

60

o*- s \f,3 Lower ralung
IbX

N
plrcryf u b9lqr

\.-........-, N -o

I Citation ttta fU =\
0510 15 20 25 30

Duration (cs€c.)

Figure 2. Mean F0 and duration for high falling citation tone IIIa, and

frrst syllablc input tone IIIa before non-complex second syllable tones.

since the input tone on the first syllable is high falling, the obvious tonological
interpretation for all of the cases above except before Ib is one of a citation
high falling tone target, rvith allotones conditioned by voicing on thc following
consonant, and pitch target on the following syllable. 'Citation target'is one of
the categories of relation betrveen sitation tonps and tones in sandhi, and refers
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to cases where a tone in sandhi 'can be identified as one of the citation tones,

once allorvance is made for intrinsic influence of various conditioning

factors...'(Rose and Toda 1994: 271). Tonologically, thcn, no change to Ihe

high falling input tone IIIa is involved in these combinations. The tonological

interpretation of the low falling F0 shape that occurs before input tone ib

appears to involve a kind ofassimilation in tonal register:

(1) [+Upper, HLI -t [-Upper] / _ [-Upper, HL].

(The Upper register falling tone IIIa changes to lorv fatrling before the low

falling tone Ib.)

Horvever, the phonetic motivation for this change is not clear, Because the

change does not occur before all low register tones the environment has to

specify [HL], yet Ib actually surfacos, as shown in table l, as lorv rising [12].

An interpretation of the change in terms of categorical shift appears to be

clearer, viz: tone IIIa -> Ib I 
- 

lb, although the change is still phonetically

unmotivated.

4.1.2 Input high rising tone (lla) on first syllable. In combinations with the

input high rising tone IIa on the first syllable, and any tone except the complex

[Va and IVb on the second, the fust syllable has a high falling pitoh. This is

therefore just like the previous :-lmple with input IIIa, except for

combinations with input Ib on thc second syllable, In these combinations,

there is no separate Iower falling pitch on the first syllable, and the second

syllable, rvith input Ib, has a short lorv falling pitch, and thus merges rvith input

IIIa (the difference in pitch betrveen pll for input Ib and [1] for input IIIa is

conditioned by the voicing on its syllable initial consonant). This means that

contrasts between the six input tones on the second syllable appear to be

neutralised to three tones: level (merged Ia & IlIb), rising (merged IIa & IIb)

and falling (merged IIIa & Ib). Examples are given in table 2. Note that all

first syllables havo high falling pitched tone, with lower offset before [1] and

[2t].
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Olla+la alla+lb lf lla + lla

m
zn

180

160lr
8lar
L

1m

1@

80

80

llla+llb Alla+llla Alla+lllb

ilFxk-s \
\ s \

rl\
-

051015202530
duration (csec.)

Figure 3. Mean F0 and duration for first syllable input high rising tone

IIa before non-complex second syllable tones.

Table 2. Examples of Wenzhou tone sandhi in combinations with upper rising
input tone IIa on the first syllable, and non-complex input tones (la, Ib, IIa,

IIb, IIIa, IIIb) on the second.

JIa + Ia
phu 45

IIa + lb
pe1 45

IIa + IIa
ke 45

IIa + IIb
qe 45

Ila + IIIa
tie 45

IIa + IIIb
tsz 45

thul 33 general
€

nsn 33 1 ability
4Y
llL

tsei 45 paper
ffi

oa 5l todress
up l+

da 222 bomb
1+

common +

*
phu thul c?ry!1on

53 22 H€

purl rlel instinct
s2 2t 4.r,E

ke tsei manuscript
s3 23 paper ffiffi

ge mei millet
53 23 iJ'X

tie pa makeuP

52 t fr+41

tsz da bullet
53 22 'T 1+

raol
L
'/+'

draft
4a

small
4r

do

tr

particle
+

+ rnei I 14 rice
*
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The acoustics corrcsponding to the first syllable input IIa forms just discussed

are shorvn in figure 3. It can be seen that the mean F0 shapes of these input ila
tones do not differ in any systematic way from that of the IIIa input tones in
figre 2, except that there is no separate lower F0 corresponding to the F0 of
input IIIa before input tone lb. It can also be seen that F0 shapes before the []l
and [21] reflexes ofIIIa and Ib are about l0 csec. longer than tho rest.

The near identity in acoustic values between the input IIa and input IIla tones

conhrms the auditory impression that the input high rising tone IIa changes to
high falling tone IIIa before all except the complox tones IVa and lVb.
structurally, this results in a neutralisation of the high rising and high failing
tones IIa and IIIa in favour of the high falling tone IIta before tones other than

IVa and IVb. Given the tonological representation outlined in section 3.1, this
change is in the tonal melodic component, rvith the tonal register constant,

thus:

(2) [+Upper, LH] -> [HLl / _ - HLH
(The upper register rising tone changes to falling before any non-complex

tone .)

This also does not appear to be a very well motivated rule phonetically: it is
difficult to see why the presence of any following non-complex tone
(comprising rising, falling and level pitch shapes) should induce a change from
rising to falling tone on the preceding syllable. Perhaps it is (iust) possible to
see hero some kind of assimilation in complexity: a change to a less complex
(i.e. falling) tone before non-complex tones?

4.1 .3 Mid level Input tone In on the first syllable. As pointed out above, a mid
level input tone also changes to high falling on the first syllable, but oniy
before the rising pitch tones IIa and IIb. Examples are given in table 3, and

figure 4 shotvs the mean F0 of these tones.
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Table 3. Examples of Wenzhou tone sandhi in combinations lvith mid

level input tone Ia on the first syllable, and rising input tones (lla,

IIb) on the second.
Ia + IIa
lsz 33 money + pcrr 45 capital' ft 4 si'?j_ A'A
Ia + IIb
?y 33 Peacefrl + ze\ ll4 quiet

Once again, the near identity in acoustic valucs bctween the input Ia and input

IIIa lones (in figures 2 and 4) confirms the auditory impression that the input

mid level tone Ia changes to high falling tone IIIa before the rising tones IIa

and IIb. Structurally, this results in a neutralisation of the mid level and high

falling tones Ia and IIIa in favour of the high falling tone llla before IIa and

IIb. Given the tonological representation outlined above, this change is again

in the tonal melodic component, with the tonal rcgister constant, thus:

(3) [+Upper, L] -> HL / _ LH
(The upper register level tone changes to falling bcfore any rising tone.)

Ola+lla Ola + llb

\

\
\

051015202530
Duration (csec.)

Figure 4. Mean F0 and duration for first syllable input mid level tone

Ia before rising second syllable tones.
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Again, it is not easy to see any phonetic motivation here. An assimilation in

offset, whereby the offset ofthe lcvel tone is lorvsred in anticipation of the lorv

onset of the following tone would make ssnse only if the reprcsentation of Ia
rvere [+U, H], instead of [+9, Ll viz: H -> HL I_LH. Perceptually and

acoustically, holever, Ia is clearly a mid tone, not high.

4.L4 Sunmary: high register tones. The sections above looked at the upper

register tones IIIa, IIa, and Ia, and showed horv high-rising tone IIa and nrid-

level tone Ia change to the high-falling llla before different subsets oftones on

the following syllablp. IIIa also changed to an unspecified lorv falling tone

before input tone Ib. Since, as was pointed out, it is difficult to motivats these

changes phonctically, they can be best summarised using the tone categories as

follows:

(4) l. llla -> Ib

2. IIa -> IIIa
3. Ia -> IIIa

Ib

Ia, Ib, IIa, IIb, IIIa, IIIb
IIa, IIb

t_
/_

Previous descriptions of Wz disyllabic tone sandhi (Qian 1992: 655;

Zhengzhang 1964b, 1980; Chcn 2000: 478), arc generally in good agreement

rvith the changes to the high register first syllable tones dcscribed above, and

show changes to a high falling tone with the same pitch as citation IIIa ([42] or

t52l) The main difference is that Zhengzhang does not sho\ry the changes

occurring before Ila/b, which he shows as grouping with the complex IV tones

in evincing different changes on the first syllables. As in the present data,

Qian, Zhengzhang and Chen all shory a separate change for IIIa before Ib, but

with different realisations: Qian shows a change to Ia [44], Zhengzhang and

Chen to !22ll|lll/L. Zhengzhang (1964b) also menrions thar the [42]
realisation of IIa and IIIa is in between-speaker free variation with a lower [3 I ]
fall.

The following sections will sxamine changos to the conesponding non-

complex lower register tones IIIb, IIb, and Ib in the same environments as the

upper register tones.
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4.2 Changes tq the Lower Registcr Tones IIIb, IIb, Ib.

When considered in conjunction rvith the changes just described to the

upper register tones, the behaviour of the low register input tonos IIb Ib and

IIIb on thc first syllable indicates that the tonological representation is best

augmented in Wz with a component indicating a depressor effect (abbreviated

as D), rvith a feature composition to be discussed below). This manifests as a

lowered onset to an otherwise unchanged F0/pitch contour. The changes rvill

be presented in the same order as for the upper register tones, viz: IIIb, IIb, and

Ib, but tonological interpretation will be deferred until all relevant data have

been presented.

4.2,1 Input lower level tone (lIIb) onfrst syllable. The lower level input tone

IIIb changes to a convex pitch before all tonss except the complex IVa and

Table 4. Examples of Wenzhou tone sandhi in combinations with high

falling input tone IIIa on the first syllable, and non-complex input tones (la,

Ib, IIa, IIb, IIIa, IIIb) on the second.

IIIb + Ia
dei 222

IIib + Ib
dei 222

IIIb + IIa
zz,221

IIIb + IIb
i 22?

IIIb + IIIa
ut 222

rrlh+ilrb
vt 222

locality
tu.

the
earth N.

char-
acter ft

appsrent
&

rice
trt

oulside

'F

+ xwc 33

+ daau 331

+ ti34

+iu

+ tiSl

+ dei22l

place

fr

ball
rd(

scholar-
ly book
4
likeness

&

shop

)E

locality
N.

dei xwc
343 22

dei duau
342 Zt

z4 ti
343 23

ua ti
232 L

ua dei
343 22

place
)*.fi

earth
44
dictionary
+*

phe-
nomenon

n*-
hotel
fnE

foreign
lqnds

343 23
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IVb. There is one exception: if the input tone on the second syllable is IIIa, the

convex pitch on the first syllable tone is lower. These changes thus largely

parallel those for the upper registcr tone IIIa in conditioning cnvironment in

that they take place before all tones cxcept IVa and IVb. Thcy differ from the

IIla data in that a lowering effect takes place before an input IIIa, instead of an

input Ib tone (note that both of these are falling, horvever). Changes on the

second syllable are the same as those for input IIa tones described above, that

is, apparent ncutralisation to a tlree-tone system of Ia and IIIb (lcvel), IIa and

IIb (rising), and IIIa and Ib (falling). Examples are shorvn in table 4.

Figure 5 shows the acoustics conesponding to thess convex pitch shapes on the

first syllable with input tone IIIb. A set of convex F0 shapes can be seen, the

offset and duration of which are conditioued in the seme way as in the previous

examples. The lower convex F0 shape ofthe IIIb tone before input IIIa is also

clear.

olilb+1a
Iiltb+ilb

a lllb + lb

A iltb + ttta

E lllb + lla

a iltb + iltbm
z)0

r80

^ 160
NT
Ero
b

1m

100

BO

60

*
\

-l_ +$
-\ s-

F \^ \.

t [ver conv r lone /
b lore IIIa

10 15
duration (cscc.)

Figure 5. Mean F0 and duration for first syllable input lorv level tone

IIIb before non-complex second-syllable tones.

4,2,2 Input low rising tone (llb) on first sylloble. In combinations rvith the

input low rising tone IIb on the first syllable, and any tone except IVa and IVb

on the second, the changes are the same as rvith input tone IIIb on the first
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syllable, except that there is no lorver eonvex pitch before input tone IIIa on

the second syllable, the pitch of rvhich merges with that of input IIIa. This
parallels the behaviour ofthe high rising tone IIa on the first syllable.

Second syllatrle tones are as for the previous exarnple rvith IIIb on the first
syllable. Examples are given in table 5. Note that all first syllables have a

convex pitch tone. Figure 6 shows the acoustics corresponding to thess first
syllable convex pitch shapes.

Table 5. Examples of Wenzhou tone sandhi in combinations rvith lorver

level input tone IIb on the first syllable, and non-complex input tones (la,

Ib, IIa, IIb, IIIa, IIIb) on the second.

JIb + Ja

vu I14

IIb + Ib
dcy 114

IIb + IIa
vu 114

IIb + IIb
lay I l4

IIb + IIIa
zai Il4

IIb + IIIb
dei 114

i 33 clothes

{

bei 331 skin

e,

sz 34 water

^
zei 23 agency

+

ku 5l exceed
)th{

nai 222 yoilng,er
sister

ratn
ffi'

stomach

frL

rain
ffi

to travel
IR

crime
tr

younSer
brother

vu I raincoal
343 22 ffid

dav bei stomach

34; 2t frL R

vu sz rain
3$ 23 mi^

l6v zei hostel

t+z zz tfxtt

Zai ku sin

342 L #i€

dei rnai younger

343 22 siblings

4.2.3 Input mid falling tone on frst syllable. Table 6 shows that the mid
falling input tone Ib changes to convex on the first syllable, but only before the
input rising tones IIa and IIb (which are neutralised to a lorv rise). This change

is therefore parallel to the change to the upper register rnid let,el tone Ia.

Figure 7 shows mean F0 of these tones.
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Ollb+ la

I llb + llb

Cllb+ lb

A llb i llla
tr llb + lla

A llb + lllb

d-A -g.^
j ffi _-El- \-

ry ryr s,
a

\-
a\

05101520%30
duEtion (csec.)

Figure 6. Mean F0 and duration for first syllable input low rising tone IIb
before non-complex second syllable tones.
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llb + llb

F.a--f 4- Rr
5 -F \
--l \ \

-50510 15?f ?5 30
Duration (cs€c.)

Figure 7. Mean F0 and duration for first syllable input mid falling tone lb

before rising second syllable tones.
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Table 6. Examples of Wenzhou tone sandhi in conrbinations *ith
lower falling input tone Ib on the first syllable, and rising input tones
(lla, IIb) on the second.

Ib + IIa
nru4 331 door + pa 34 board

ffi +fr z+i zt d:o',
11 {R

Ib + IIb
ien 33I form + i I14 likenessfrt h iai zz fri&-

4.4.4 Summary: changes to the lower register tones, The sections above have

shown that a convex pitched tone emerges from word-iuitial morphemes that

have the lower register non-complex input tones IIIb (lorv level), IIb (lorv

rising), and Ib (mid falling). The changes take place before second syllable

non-complex input tones in the case of IIIb and llb, but only before the rising

tones IIa and IIb in the case of Ib. A lower convex tone emerges from a IIIb
input tone when followed by an input IIIa tone. These environments are

comparable to the upper registsr tones where there is a change to the high

falling tone IIIa. Structurally, the changes result in rvidespread neutralisation,

on the first syllable, of tlte three low register tones in favour of a convex

pitched tone. They can most conveniently be summarised using the tone

categories as follou's:

(5)

L IIIb -> [high convex] /_la,Ib,IIa,IIb,IIIb
-> ftow convex] /_ IIIa

2. IIb -> [high convexl /_ Ia, Ib, IIa, IIb, IIIa lIIb

3. Ib -> ftigh convexl /_ IIa, IIb

ln contrast to the upper register tones, there is an important discrepancy

between the published sandhi descriptions (Zhengzhang 1964b, 1980; Qian

1992; Chen 2000: 478) and the prescnt data in the descriptions of tho lower

register tones. Changes to a convex pitch tone for input tones IIIb IIb and Ib
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are not shorvn in any of the published sandhi descriptions, all of rvhich shorv

high falling pitch values that are exactly the same as those used to notate the

corresponding upper register falling tones, and which therefore imply merger

with the upper register high falling tone IIIa. A separate lower value for IIIb

before llla is not noted in any ofthe descriptions either'

5. Disyllabic ShaPes

In the sections above, it was pointed out that, from thsir pitch shapes,

appafent neutralisation rvas taking place between subsets of second syllable

tones defined by their Tonal Melody (Fall, Rise, Level). This section briefly

exirmines the acoustic characteristics ofthese second syllables in the disyilabic

combinations with the high falling and convex pitched tones on the first

syllables, and describes the associated tonological changes'

a Fafi + lla o Fall + llb

1n

180

3imgr€

100

80
0 5 10 15 20 % 30 35 4 45 50 s5 60

Duration (cse€.)

Figure 8a. Mean F0 shapes for high falling pitch on first syllable and input

rising tones IIa and IIb on the second syllable'

5.,1 Dissyllabic shapes wtth high falling pitch on first syllable Figure 8a shows

the mean F0 shapes for combinations rvith a high falling pitched tone on the

first syllable, and input rising tones IIa and IIb on the second; figure 8b shorvs

high falling pius falling input tones Ib and IIIa on the second syllable; figure

8c shows high falling plus level input tones Ia and IIIb on the second. In figure

a-

\
\
$

\ \l
h aaa

/
>e€ -<r
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8c the F0 for the combination IIIa + Ib has been omitted, because it does not

involve a high falling shape on the first syllable. F0 shapes have becn aligned

at the onset of the Rhyme in the first syllable. Recall that the combinations

with 4 tones on the second syllable have voiceless intervocalic segments, and

those rvith b tones voiced intervocalic segments. The onset and offset of thcse

voiced segments are shown by vertical lines.

O Fall + llla O Fall (ll8) +lb

o 5 10 15 
'or.ff*r"*r 

o & 4s so 55 60

Figure 8b. Mean F0 shapes for high falling pitch on first syllable and input

falling tones Ib and IIIa on the second.

Figures 8a b and c show clearly horv the abssnce or presence ofvoicing on the

intervocalic segment conditions the first syllable rhyme duration and F0 offset.

However, their most important feature is the F0 shapes on the second syllables.

In figure 8a it can bs ssen that the F0 shapes of the input rising tones IIa and

IIb on the second syllable are very similar. The F0 shape for IIb lies about l0
Hz lower than IIa at onset, after which the shapes converge until there is a

smaller difference of 8 Hz at peak. T tests show the former difference to be

significant (p = .015), but the latter not (p : 0.23).

The rnost important feattue in figure 8a is that the difference betrveen the F0

values ofthe input a and b tones on the second syllable is now small enough to

be accounted for by the difference in modal voicing on the syllable-initial

{.
\

\
\ I

\

a t- s.- I
I \ 'o
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consonant. (The same effect may be seen in Zhenhai (Rose 1990: 23 fig.6).)

This finding is nicely in agreement with all sources (Zhengzhang 1964b: 108;

1980: 248; Qian 1992: 655; Chen 2000: 478), who show the same pitch values

([34y[35]/MH) for both IIa and IIb input tones in this environment. The

tonological inference for these data, therefore, is that the Tonal Register

difference between IIa and IIb on the second syllable has been lost, and the

result is a low rising pitch tone. (This tonal mergcr does not result in confusion

of IIa and IIb morphemes, because the idcntity of most will still be guarantced

by the voicing specification on their initial consonant.)

tl Fall + la O Fail+iltb

0 5 10 15 n X 30 35 I 45 50 56 60
Duration (c€€c.)

Figure 8c. Mean F0 shapes for high falling pitch ort first syllable and level
input tones Ia and IIIb on the second syllable.

Figure 8b shorvs rvhat looks like the same thing happening rvhen input falling

tonos IIIa and Ib occur on the second syllable. It can be seen that there are

very small differences indeed between the F0 of these two tones. In this case

the falling input tones IIIa and Ib are merged by loss ofregister to a low falling

pitch. This merger, rvith the pitch of the second syllable tone transcribed as

I2l|/Ul/ML, is also found in the published desuiptions. An exception is that

for the input tone combination IIa + IIIa, two sources note rather diffcrent

shapes: Qian (1992: 655) has [aa 2\;Zhengzhang (1964b: 108; 1980: 248) has

lll l3l, or [222].
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The same pattern is again visible in frgure 8c rvith the F0 shapes of the second

syllable input level tones Ia and IIIb. There is a significant difference of about

l0 Hz at onset, and subsequcnt convorgencc to a non-significant diffsrence of 5

Hz by mid duration. In contrast to the casc rvith the second syllable rising and

level tones, horvevcr, coalcscence of Ia and IIIb on the second syllable is not
found in the published descriptions. The transcriptions ofZhengzhang (1964b:

108; 1980: 248), Qian (1992: 655) and Chen (2000: 478) impty rhar Ia still has

a higher pitch ([33tMIMl) than rrrb (Irr/22/L]).

5 .2 Disyllabic shapes with convex pitch an first syltabte Figures 9a, 9b and 9c

show the acoustic characteristics for combinatiorrs rvith a convex pitch tone on
the first syllable. Figure 9a shows combinations with rising input tones IIa and

IIb on the second syllable; figure 9b shows combinations with input falling
tones IIIa and Ib on the second syllable, and figure 9c shorvs combinations
with input level tones Ia and IIIb on the second syllable.

a +D Fall + lla O+D Fall + ilb D

t&

/,:
'eI

,d i
7 t I

[\ F7,

\+, a -/Pt

o 5 10 15 *nu,"?*,"*., * 4 4s so 5s 60

Figure 9a. Mean F0 shapes for convex pitch on first syllable and rising

input tones IIa and IIb on the second.

It is clear that figures 9a and 9b show the same merger pattems on the second

syllable that rvere observed for the combinations with the high falling pitched

tones in thc previous.section. This speaker app€ars thcrefore to be shorving

160

!9 14
afr- 1n

100
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(for once!) a phonetically based merger of the rising and falling input tones on

the second syllable, the result being a simple contrast between a (low) rising

and (low) falling pitched tonc.

()+D Fall + lb a +D Fall + llla
26

180

160

g14o
oL1m

100

80

60
0 5 10 15 20 % 30 35 &'15 50 55 60

Durstion (croc.)

Figure 9b. Mean F0 shapes for convex pitch on first syllable and input falling

tones Ib and IIIa on the second'

O +D Fall + la O+D Falt+illb
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Figure 9c. Mean F0 shapes for convex pitch on first syllable and level input

tones Ia and IIIb on the sccond.
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It is not clear whether this merger has also happened to the level input toncs Ia
and IIIb. Although the amount of difference betrveen the F0 of Ia and Illb
after the highfalling pitch (in figure 8c) is comparable to that for rising input

tones lla and IIb, and falling input tones IIIa and Ib, figure 9c shows a

somewhat greater separation betrveen the F0 values of level input tones la and

IIIb after the convex pitched tone. The ca. 13 Hz difference between the F0

values ofthe two second syllable shapes in hgure 9c is not great, but is clearly

sigrificant (p:.011). A rather large F0 difference is also observable on the

first syllable shapes.

Neithsr the second syllable nor the first syllable F0 differences in figure 9c are

referrable to between-sample differences in intrinsic vowel F0, because both

samptes, for both syllables, are comparably constituted rvith respect to vowcl

height. The most plausiblc interpretation of the difference on the second

syllable is, therefore, that it reflects an extrinsic tonal differenco, and that the

F0 differencc on the first syllable reflects some kind of anticipatory

assimilation of the F0 height on the second. It should be noted that tlris
putative assimilation goes against cxpectation: the F0 of a tonc on a preceding

syllable usually dissimilates in height from that of a following syllable
(Gandour et al. 1994; Xu 1997). It is possible therefore that this speakcr is in
the process of merging the two level tones on the second syllable, in parallel

with the other two mergers of the rising and falling tones.

Irespective of rvhat is actually the case rvith the second syllable level input

tones, however, the demonstrated mergers of IIa and IIb, and IIIa and Ib, are

tonologically important, since they reflect a loss of tonal register (i.e. +/-

Upper) on the second syllable. This is important, because at least one model
for the geometry of tonological representations - Yip's (1989) 'dominance'

model - has the Tonal Melodic component dependent on the Tonal Register.

These Wenzhou data, however, evidence dsletion of register with tonal melody

intact, which shows that the tonal melodic component in Wz cannot depend on

it in feature geometry. This is rvhy I have not shown this dependency in thc
tone rules above.
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6, DISCUSSION

In ths sections above, I have described how upper register tones Io, IIa,

and IIIa change to high falling, and lower register tones Ib IIb and IIIb change

to convcx in parallel environmcnts. IIIa and IIIb also change to lower falling

and convex pitches in restricted environments. In the following sections I shall

propose an analysis of these changes. Trvo main points rvill be demonstrated:

. That the convex pitch of thc first syllable low rcgister input tones is

accounted for by a depressor effect on a falling tone; and lhereforo all the first

syllable tone sandhi phenomena described above involve a changc in the tonal

melodic component to a falling or [HL] tone.

. That tonat rcgister changes, both from high [+Upper] to lorv [-Uppq] and

vice versa, are involved independently of the depressor effect.

6. I Depressor Effect and Uniform Change to a Falling Tone.

There are several indications that the convex pitch/F0 sandhi tone rvhich is

associated with first syllable lorv register tones in Wenzhou is the result of a

depressor effect, on a falling tone.

6.1 .l Evidence for Depressor There is both phonctic and phonological

evidence pointing to the involvement of a Depressor. As far as phonetic

evidence is concerned, the Wenzhou data dcscribed above are very similar to

non-controversial depressor effects in other languages. In Zulu, for example, a

convex pitch results from the interaction of a falling tons and a depressor

consonant (Rycroft 1963 46f'f).

Figure l0 shows examples of thc F0 of a Zulu falling tone on a syllable with

and without an initial depressor consonant. The words are iduku handkerchief

with depressor consonant and undulying falling (HL) tonc on du, and umkakhe

wife with a non-depressor consonant ! and falling tone on ka (i and um are

noun class prefixcs; the speaker is a malo). It cau bc seen that lhe undepressed

falling tone on ka has a clearly falling F0, and the depressed falling tone on du

has a convfi F0 shapc similar to the Wenzlou examples. The magnitude of
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depression is also comparable. In ths Wenzhou data, the mean difference

betrveen the onset of the convex F0 and its peak is 40H2. This is rathcr large,

representing between a third and a half of the speaker's effective F0 range.

Comparable values can be seen in the Zulu tokens. The typical lack ofvoicing
on the depressor eonsonant d can also be seen from the lack of periodicity in

the audio. (lt can be seen from comparison rvith the audio, and can be heard,

that F0 on ku has been poorly extracted: it should lie around 100 Hz.)

Similar phonetic effects involving depression have also been observed in
Tibetan (Kjellin 1976; Rose, in press), although this language is not usually
analysed with depressor consonants.

1000.0 ms

1000.0 ms

2QO.O 400.0 600.0 800.0

Figure 10. Two Zulu words illustrating the F0 of a falling tone on the middle

syllable (A) with, and (B) without, depressor consonants.

A = iduku [4] 131 l]; B = umkakhe [4 4l l].

Recent tonetic research has shown that a depressor effect is commonly
involved in distinguishing the upper and lower (Yin/Yang) refiexes of Middle
Chinese tones in Wu. Zhu and Rose ( 1998), for example, give mcan F0 shape s

for the tones of four central zhejiang wu dialects rvhich show historical pairs
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of tones differing in the lowering of pitch, and F0, at onset. In addition to

examples very similar to Wenzhou, e.g. Pujiang [5 l] and [23 l] (lla/b), there

are examples of depressors on tones with other shapes, e.g. Pujiang [323] vs

123231$Yalb), shown in figurc I la, and Tonglu [43] vs. [33] (lalb), shown in

frgurel lb. The six citation tonps of Zhenhai (Rose 1990) also clearly factor

Pulhngna&Nb
O D4a. ,la a D,tb, 4b
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Figurc I l. Mean F0 shapes ofdeprcssed and non-depressed onset

tones in the Zhejiang Wu dialects of Pujiang (A) and Tonglu (B).

(From Zhu& Rose 1998).
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into three pairs distinguished by depression. Multispeaker acoustic data on

Shanghai (Rose 1993: 194,195) also shorv that the lorver tones are not overall

lower as is described in ncarly all the literature, e.g. Yip (1992: 25 l), but

actually have very similar peak F0 values -- like Wenzhou tones IIa and IIb --

and are better described as having a lower, i.e. depressed, onsct. It seems

possible therefore that what has treen generally referred to as murmur in Wu

dialects might be better phonetically described as depression.

Indirect evidence that the rising part of the convex pitch rnay not be tonal is

also sugg€sted by the native speaker transcriptions. It was pointed out above

that no mention is made of a convex pitch on input IIb and IIIb either in

Zhengzhang's (1964b; 1980), Qian's (1994) or Chen's (2000) description of Wz

tone sandhi, wlrere generally no differentiation between input b tones and input

a tones on first syllables is shown. This may point to a differential perception

of pitch features on the part of native speaker transcribers (Qian and

ZhengzAang are in addition native Wu speakers). It is also possible, of course,

that the effect was for whatever reason simply not present in the data that they

transcribed.

The simplest piece of phonological evidencc for the Depressor is that,

according to Yip (1989;154-5) there is a tendency for extra-complex tones in

Chinese and African languages to be restricted to domain-final position. The

word-initial occurrence of clear convex pitch in Wenzhou would be an

exception to this, were the pitch to realise exclusively tonal features.

Positing a depressor also makes sense phonologically. It has been shorvn

above in section 4.1 that a change to a falling tone is demonstrably involved in

the sandhi in the high register toncs, Since the environments that condition the

convex pitch in the lower register ton€s are almost identical to those that

condition the fall in the upper, it is possible, by positing a depressor, to factor

out the rising component of the convex pitch and capture the simplifying

gcncralisation that the discussed sandhi changes all involve a change to a fall.
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5.2 Phonological Integration of Depression

Thc sections above have presentcd evidence for the involvement of a

Deprcssor in Wenzhou. Certain aspects of its phonological integration can

now be briefly discusscd.

6.2.1 Feanre composition. Depression is choracterised by local lorv F0, rvhich

results in lowered pitch onset; noise from some kind of direct cunent

component in the glottal florv, rvhich is responsible for the brcathy voicc

percept; and usually voicelessness under conditions of increased supraglottal

resistance resulting in predominantly voiceless obstrucnts rvord-initially.

These can be described, although not to complete satisfaction, with the Halte-

Stevens features. These features account for laryngeal activity in terms of the

two paramoters of glottal aperture and vocal cord tensione. The direct current

airflow could be represonted by a [+spreadJ value for aperture. Direct evidence

of this for Shanghai comes from Ren (1995) who demonstrated with glottal

transillumination that Shanghai has increased glottal aperture co-occurring

with syllable-initial stops in murmured syllables. It might also be the case that

the sensitivity to increased supraglottal resistanoe which results in voiceless

obstruents is in part caused by the higher airflow resulting in quicker

equalisation of transglottal pressure. To provide a low tension which would

account for the low F0, [+ slack cords] might be appropriate, and indeed

[+slack] rvas suggested by Keating for murmur (Yip 1992: 253 fn l0).

The representation of depression as [+st6eL, +spread] is not quite satisfactory,

however, since this is also the Halle-Stevens representation for the Hindhi

'breathy voiced' stops, and, as pointed out above, Wenz.hou depressed

obstruents are generally voiceless. To represent this, it would be necessary to

assume a value of [-slack]. This, together with [-stiffl and [+sp1ffi61 is how

Halle and Stevsns represent the Korean voiceless 'lenes'stops, which also have

in common rvith Wu the fact that they become modally voiced rvord-internally.

Thus a feature representation for Depression of [-/+slack, -stiffl and [+spreadl

rvould be appropriate, rvith the variation in voicing being shown by variation in

the feature [slack].
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6.2.2 Location in the prosodic hierarchy Presumably the same arguments as to

rvhere murmur belongs in the prosodic hierarchy rvill also apply to Depression.

Murmur has, howcver, been the subject of considerable debate. Ren ( 1992:l l)
claimcd for Shanghai that murmur was a property of thc initial stop consonant,

and Duanmu (1988) of the Onset slot, rvhile for Yip (1992: 250) it is a property

of the syllable. Zhu (1994: 29-34, 1999: 24-28) gives argumcnts for rejecting

all these positions, and points to the fact that, since murmur only occurs word-

initially -- or effectively word-initially as in the case of citation tones -- it is a

property of the rvord, and is to be associated higher up in the prosodic

hierarchy. This rvas also suggested to me by Ian Maddieson in 1991.

Implications of this analysis clcarly necd to be explored in greater detail,

(although as a Chinese linguist I am reluctant to abandon the (syllabic)

morpheme as the focus of all.important phonological informationl). It has

been shown for example that depression does not occur on non-initial syllables.

If depression is considered a morphemic prope(y, absencs on non-initial

syllables must be accounted for by deletion. But if depression were a word-

level effect, deletion rvould obviously not be necessary. Since Depression has

been shown to underlie the difference between many tonal pairs in Wu, the

radical implication of a word-lcvel interpretation of Depression is that there are

many less tones in Wu than is traditionally assumed.

Although this would result in a considerable reduction, it would not necessarily

result in a halving of Wu tonal inventory, because tonal register remains in

some cases. The difference between the Wz high-falling and mid-falling tones

IIIa and Ib, for example, cannot be accounted for in tcrms of a Depressor

effect, since it will be shown below that the depressed version of the high

falling tone is diffcrent from Ib. Horvever, since tonal register contrasts are

also restricted to the initial syllable of a word in Wz, acceptance of the word-

level analysis ofDepression would make it necessary to regard tonal register as

a rvord-level propcrty too.

Against the word-level analysis is thc fact that it would make the intimate and

obvious connection between rvord-initial dcpression and word-internal
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obstruent voicing appear random. There rvould be no straightfonvard way to

account for the fact that morphemes rvith voiced obstruents word-internally

have depression word-initially, and morphemes that have voiceless obstruents

word-internally lack depression. In addition, we need to know more about the

phonological properties of less controversial edge effects, in order better to
identify the more problematic cases. it still seems bettsr to say, almost as yip
(1992 249) does for Shanghai, that there are two types of morpheme in Wz:

one which is associated with word-initiai depression and (when they are

present) rvord-medial voiced syllable-initial obstruents, and one that is not.

This seems to identify depression (and Tonal Register) as a property of
morphemes, which then has to be deleted on non-initial syllables.

6.2.3 Surface attqchment Another important question concems rvhere

precisely the Depressor is attached in the surface representation. It is initially
attractive, given the existence ofnon-vocalic depressor segments (e.g, the Zulu
depressor consonants), to see it attached to an onset segment. However, there

are problems with this. As the examples in the tables above suggest, e.g [i
22Zl ,napparent, [i l14] ff. likeness, the Wz syllable does not necessarily

have a segment in the onset slot. other examples are the initial syllables in the

words [i s4 343 221 3.6l boss; [e du4] 343 23 ftg)1 novement; [u4 sz 343

231 W 

^ 
flood. To be sure, morphemes like these are traditionBlly transcribed

in Wu rvith the voiced glottal fricative 'curly h' symbol, e.g. Iii fie liur3.

However, as Sherard (1972 42-58) and Zhu (1994 32,33 i2-14) point our for
Shanghai, and Rose (1982: 64-66) for Zhenhai, these morphemes clearly
pattern phonologically as if they had zero initials, and not as if they had the

voiced counterpart to the N in the upper tones. This means that the only
evidence for an onset phonological segment to associate the depressor to is the
presence ofthe depressor effect itself. It appears therefore that the wu dialects
show a depressor that is not a property ofa non-vocalic onset segment, and that

the Depressor rvould simply have to attach to the first segment in the syllable.

Yip (1992; 252-254,266) points out that murmur in Shanghai has a closer

affinity to tonal than to laryngeal properties of the onset because it deletes, like
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tone, on non-initial syllables. To rcflect this she proposes a double attachment
of murmur to laryngeal and tonal root nodes. whether this is an appropriate
analysis of the feature-geometrical position of Depression depends on its level
in the prosodic hierarchy. This is because, as pointed out above, a word-level
analysis rvould imply no deletion, which is Yip's main argument for the double
attachment of murmur-

6.3 Tonal Register Changes

we now turn 0o the analysis of wz tonal register. It will be argued that
the convex pitches 1343,3421, rvhich are the sandhi forms ofthe low register
tones in the vast majority of cases, are part of the manifestation of a depressed
falling tone with high register, that is [+D, HL, +U]. In other words, there
must also be a change in rvord-initial syllables, not only in the tonal melodic
component to HL, as demonstrated in sections 4.1 and 4.2 above, but also in
the tonal register to +U.

The evidence for this is as follows. Firstly, tonal register is assumed by most
researchers to be binary. It was demonstrated above that two convex tones -- a

lower [232J and a higher !343l2l -- result from the sandhi (the lower is the
sandhi tone of IIIb before IIIa.) This requires the higher convex tone to be
upper register.

The sscond phonological argument for a change to a high register is atso from
logical necessity. If the low register specification of lorv register inpul tones

were not changed in sandhi, forms would result that would not be

distinguishable from the low register convex tone. For example, the lower
level tone IIIb is represented as a lorv register high tone with depressor: [-U, H,
+Dl. A change only in the tonal specification to HL rvould result in [-U, HL,
+D]: a low register falling tone with depressor. This is, however, the
representation ofthe lower convex tone, which is the sandhi tone ofIIIb beforc
IIIa. In order to derive the appropriate surface form for the sandhi tone of IIIb
-- the higher convex pitch -- the register must be changed to +U.
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6.4 Lower pitches of IIia and IIIb before Ib and llla.
One more problem remains to be addressed: the lorvered pitches that

occur in combinations of input tones IIIa and IIIb before input tones Ib and

IIIa. Recall that when followed by input tone Ib, Illa on the first syllable is

realised by a lorv falling [32] pitch (table l), and IIlb on the first s-vllable is

realised by a lorv rise-fall [232j pitch before IIIa on the second syllable (table

4). The first change was interpreted in section 4.1.1 as an assimilation in

register. Thc second appears to be the usual change to a falling (HL) tone, but

rvithout the change to high register, thus:

(6) t-u, Hl -> [HL] /_ [+U, HL]

(The low level tone IIIb changes to a fall before the high falling tone IIIa)

Note that the depressor is not deleted, and stays the same os for the input first

syllable tone. The result is that a depressed low falling tone surfaces.

6.5 Conclusion

It has been shorvn abovc that what is happening structurally in the

portion of Wz tone sandhi described in this poper is a neukalisation on the first
syllable of ths tonal melodic and registcr components in both upper and lorver

tones II and lll, and tons I in certain environments, in favour of an upper

register falling tone, with unchanged depression specification. This could be

described by a rule affecting the tonal root node, thus:

(7) tone -> HL, +U /_-HLH

Such a rule rvill change, for example, the high rising tone lla to a high fall, and

the low rising tone IIb to convex. Since tone IIIa is [+IJ, HL], in terms of
categorical shift (Ballard 1988a/b; Rose and Toda 1994) this could bo

interpreted as a change of all non-complcx tones to tone IIIa before all non-

c,omplex tones.

Thc changes associated rvith tones IIb and IIIb, and Ib before II, are different

from those which occur rvith their upper counterparts IIa, IlIa and Ia in that the
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surfasing low convex tone is not a citation target. However, the coherence of

the sandhi behaviour lies in the fact that the convex tone and the high falling

tone IIIa differ in the +/- depressor effect, which is revealsd in the emergence

ofa nerv, non-citation tone.

The change to an upper register falling tone, together rvith the dcpressor,

accounts for about half of the sandhi changes that occur on the first syllable in

Wz disyllabic lexical expressions. Although there is no space to document the

changes affccting the non-complex tones before complex tones IVa and IVb, it

will be of interest to nota that they appear to be equally simple, and involve a

change to an upper register rising tone -- in categorical terms, to tone IIa. As

far as the tones on the second syllable are concerned, the changes are simple:

tones sharing the same contour merge, reflocting loss of Depression and tonal

register.

Despite the simplicity of the first syllable sandhi changes, it should not be

forgotten that, as has been continually pointed out, they show a typical lack of

phonoticity. lt is not possible to phonetically define the several important

natural classes that are involved, for example the class of tones that condition

the changes of II and III to high falling (section 4.0), or the class of tones (Ia

and lb) that change to high falling only before IL In intriguing contrast to this,

of course, are the clearly phonetically motivated changes that occur on the

second syllable tones, where patterns ofmerger are based on contour.

7. SUMMARY

The paper has presented an analysis based on new auditory and acoustic

data from Wenzhou dialect which demonstrates the existence of a Depressor.

It has shown how, in conjunction with changes to tonal register and melody,

tho presence of a Depressor elegantly accounts for obssrved complex rvord'

initial morphotonemic alternations, and renders the tone sandhi somowhat

simpler than has been previously assumed. The paper has also suggested that

what has previously becn called murnur in Wu is actually Depression.

Previous rvork (Yip 1992) has already demonstrated the independence of Tonal

and Phonation Registers in Wu, but in separate varieties. The Wenzhou data,
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horvever, constitutc language-internal eyidence for the independence of

Phonation and Tonal Register in Wu. Most importantly, they show that

depression can occur with high register tones.

The paper has also bricfly examined somc of the phonological prohlems

associated with Depression: its place in the prosodic hierarchy; its featue

composition; and whers it associates on the surface. It has shown that, despite

phonetic similarity to other languages with depression, the Wenzhou, and

possibly Wu, depressor is neither associated rvith, nor a property of, a non=

vocalic segmcnt.

NOTES

l. This is a much expanded version of my paper (Rose 1994) given at the 5th

Australian International Conference on Speech Science and Technology (SST

94). I should like to thank my anonymous reviewer for giving their time to

make it a better paper, and William Ballard for making available his Wenzhou

recordings.

2. Reconstructions are from Ballard (1969: 87,88, 92).

3. Tonal register, which divides the speaker's phonological pitch range into

two, is one of the three senses of the word registor identified by Yip (1993:

245). Yip also recognisos a Phonation Register: a phonation type which

behavss tonally, and rvhich is created by the double attachment of laryngeal

fcatures to laryngeal and root nodes (p.266). It may be better to reserve the

term Phonation Register for languages with contrastive phonation types

independent of tone, and use, after Bradley (1982: iv), the term Tonation

Registcr for this tonally rclated phonation.

4, The recordings were made by Ballard in China in 1988.

5. Simultaneously transcribing detailed differences in both tonal lcngth and

pitch contour is a problem, and I have adopted the follorving method. Relative

lcngth is indicated in level pitch tones conventionally by the number of
integers. Thus two intcgers, e.g, [33], imply a default average length. For

contour pitch tones, I have follorved convsntional usagc in underscoring to

indicate shorter duration, thus [45] sounds shorter than [45]- It seems useful,
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horvever, to extend these conyentions by assigning explicit timing valucs to the

integers, making each integer equal to half a beat, and underscoring equal to a

quarter beat. Thus [331], or [![4], indicate a pitch which sounds to havc the

same duration as a two integer level tone, c.g. [33]; [5 l] sounds a little shorter

than [33]; and [22L1, with underscoring arbitrarily markcd on the last integer, a

little shorter than [3312].
6. Cao & Maddieson (1992) crucially failed to examinc syllables without an

initial consonant, and so logically cannot claim a causal relationship between

stop and phonation type.

7. One discrepancy is in the length of the (idiosyncratically short) upper rising

tone lla, which sounds shorter than the upper falling tone IIIa, but which is

only a little shorter in acoustic duration. This is presumably bccause of
perceptual allowance for intrinsic variation, cf. perceptual allorvance for

intrinsic differences in vocalic F0 (Hombert 1978: 99). The F0 in rising tones

is known to generally have longer duration, celeris paribus, than in falling

tones (Ohala 1978: 3l), therefore the Wz high rising tone sounds shorter,

relative to the falling tone, than is rvarranted by its acoustic duration.

8. Zhengzhang notates the sandhi tones before II and IV as high falling [53]
(1980:248) or [43] (1964b:108). Fortunately, Zhengzhang (1980:247)

emphasises that the [53] before II and IV is glottalised and short, and sounds

very different to thc [42] before I and III, otherrvise it rvould be very difflrcult

to sort out the various high falling shapes [53, 43, 42] he describes. In the

pressnt data, and Qian (1992), there is a change of all non-complex tones to a

high rising pitch (i.e. IIa) before complcx tones. I suspect therefore that

Zhengzhang's glottalised [53]/[43] corresponds to this high rising tone.

9. The Halle-Stevens features might not be sufficient to capture additional

correlates of depression in other Wu dialects, €.9. strong medial compression

and epiglottalisation in Zhenhai (Rose 1989).
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